BRING COLOR & STYLE HOME
Express your style and showcase the beauty of your home with the rustic hues and bold textures of Heritage® Series Laminated Asphalt Shingles. These shingles are available with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. See TAMKO’s Limited Lifetime Warranty and Arbitration Agreement for complete details.

See how the Heritage Series can enrich your home’s beauty.
BRING HERITAGE HOME

VIVID COLORS. DRAMATIC STYLE.
ADD WARMTH AND DIMENSION TO YOUR HOME WITH HERITAGE.

Our distinctive granule mix and unique color drops add vivid color and texture to enhance your roof's beauty.

TAMKO’s blended shadowtone creates dimension, striking contrast and remarkable depth while adding curb appeal to help ensure a look you’ll want to call your own.
AMERICA’S NATURAL COLORS
Prior to making your final color selection, TAMKO recommends viewing an actual roof installation of the same shingle color and manufacturing plant you are considering for the full impact of color blending and patterns. As colors vary by region, you may want to visit www.tamko.com and view colors available by zip code. House photography in this brochure may have been digitally modified or created using photographs of actual shingles. Printed reproduction of the shingle colors is as accurate as our printing will permit. Prior to installing the shingles, open a bundle and view a few of the shingles to be certain it is the color you selected. TAMKO will not be responsible for color claims once the shingles are installed on a roof.
Welcome beauty home with the lively tones and intense warmth and contrast of America’s Natural Colors. Inspired by the woodsy browns, stormy greys and other vibrant hues found in nature, these colors will help you craft a roof that fits your personal style.
CLASSIC COLORS
Symbols shown beside each color name denote product options and availability.

- HP Heritage Premium Shingles
- H Heritage Shingles
Make your home a focal point with classic, traditional shades. With Classic Colors, choose from a selection of charming greys, elegant reds and earth tones to create a roof that complements your home’s unique style.

“My Heritage Rustic Cedar roof looks great! The neighbors have been complimentary.”

—Paula C.
Phoenix, Arizona
Symbols shown beside each color name denote product options and availability.

- HP: Heritage Premium Shingles
- H: Heritage Shingles
Invest in curb appeal. Roofing is the highest return on investment for exterior remodeling projects, according to the NARI and National Association of REALTORS.

Shingles are just the beginning. TAMKO offers a variety of additional accessories for your roof.

Additional accessories include Underlayments, Shingle Starter, Cements & Sealants, Heritage Shingle Options, Ventilation and Hip & Ridge Shingles.

See back for details.

Come home to HERITAGE.

According to the National Association of REALTORS, 61% of homeowners enjoy spending more time at home since completing a roofing project.

SHINGLES BEGIN TO AGE AS SOON AS THEY ARE EXPOSED TO NATURE. BUILDINGS EXPERIENCE AGING FACTORS DIFFERENTLY, SO IT IS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT HOW LONG SHINGLES WILL LAST. THAT'S WHY TAMKO PROVIDES A LIMITED WARRANTY FOR MANY PRODUCTS, THAT INCLUDES A BINDING ARBITRATION CLAUSE AND OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS WHICH ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE. YOU MAY OBTAIN A COPY OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY AT TAMKO.COM OR BY CALLING 1-800-641-4691.

THE BEAUTY OF HERITAGE®

Heritage shingles deliver vivid color and texture to enhance your roof. These shingles are available with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. See TAMKO's Limited Lifetime Warranty and Arbitration Agreement for complete details. Heritage Premium shingles qualify for the Mastercraft Limited Warranty Enhancement at no additional cost to the homeowner when installed by a TAMKO® Pro Certified Contractor (see tamko.com for details). Heritage shingles also meet the following classifications:

- UL Listed for: Class A Fire Resistance
- UL Classified: Wind Resistance
- ASTM D9462 and ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438
- UL Evaluation Report ER2919-02
- Florida Building Code
  - Product Approval: FL 18355
- Tested in Compliance with:
  - UL 790/ASTM E 108, Class A
  - ASTM D3462
  - ASTM D7158, Class H
  - ASTM D3462
  - ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438

IMPORTANT ACCESSORIES

The beauty of your roof is only half the story. Underneath are several additional layers. TAMKO offers a variety of accessories for your roof.

1. Ice & Rain Underlayments
2. Underlayments
3. Shingle Starter
4. Cements & Sealants
5. Heritage Shingle Options
6. Ventilation
7. Hip & Ridge Shingles

The above illustration shows the placement of important accessories for new roof installation and is not meant to show proper installation techniques. Visit tamko.com to download product application instructions.

BUILDING PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.

Since 1944, building professionals and homeowners have looked to TAMKO for building products. Today, we offer a wide range of building products, including Heritage® Laminated Asphalt Shingles, Elite Glass-Seal® 3-tab Shingles, MetalWorks® steel shingles, waterproofing materials, and ventilation products.

P.O. Box 1404
Joplin, MO 64802-1404
1-800-641-4691
tamko.com

PRIOR TO MAKING YOUR FINAL COLOR SELECTION, TAMKO RECOMMENDS VIEWING AN ACTUAL ROOF INSTALLATION OF THE SAME SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS BROCHURE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED. TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF.

Certain colors and products may not be available in your area. Information included in this brochure was current at the time of printing. To obtain a copy of the most current version of this brochure, visit us online at tamko.com or call us at 1-800-641-4691. Front cover shingle color is Heritage Weathered Wood.
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